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STRONGLY SEMI-APOSYNDETIC CONTINUA

ARE HEREDITARILY LOCALLY CONNECTED

ELDON  J.   VOUGHT

Abstract. A stronger form of semi-aposyndesis is defined and

used to characterize those compact, metric continua which are

hereditarily locally connected.

In [1], Bennett raised the question as to whether strongly aposyndetic

continua are necessarily hereditarily locally connected. The purpose of

this paper is to give an affirmative answer to the question and to prove the

somewhat stronger theorem of the title. A continuum M is strongly

aposyndetic if M is decomposable and whenever H and K are proper sub-

continua such that M=H\JK, then H and K are aposyndetic. The

continuum M is strongly semi-aposyndetic if M is aposyndetic and when-

ever H and K are proper subcontinua such that M=HKJK, then H and K

are semi-aposyndetic. Since a strongly aposyndetic continuum M is easily

seen to be aposyndetic it is not necessary to insist that M be aposyndetic

in the definition. However, in the semi-aposyndetic case, requiring M to

be decomposable does not insure that M is aposyndetic which it must be

in order for the theorems of this paper to be valid. The method of proof

will be to first show that an aposyndetic continuum in which every sub-

continuum with nonvoid interior is semi-aposyndetic is necessarily

hereditarily locally connected. Secondly, it will be proved that a strongly

semi-aposyndetic continuum has the property that every subcontinuum

with nonvoid interior is semi-aposyndetic. These two results together will

complete the proof.

Throughout, a continuum is to be a compact, metric, connected topolog-

ical space. A continuum M is aposyndetic at p where p is a point of M

if for every point q in M—p there exists an open set U in M and a sub-

continuum H in M such that p e [/c //cz M—q. If M is aposyndetic at p

for each p in M then we say that M is aposyndetic. A continuum M is

semi-aposyndetic at {p, q} where p and q are distinct points of M if there is
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an open set U in M and a subcontinuum H in M such that either p e C/c

//c M—q or q e Uc //c M—p. If M is semi-aposyndetic at {p, q} for each

pair of distinct points p and q in M then we say that A/ is semi-aposyndetic.

Finally, a property of a continuum is hereditary if the continuum and each

of its subcontinua has the property. For terms used but not defined see [2].

The method of proof of Theorem 1 is based on Theorem 5 of [4] com-

bined with an alternating arc technique due to L. E. Rogers [3].

Theorem 1. A compact, metric continuum M is hereditarily locally

connected if and only if M is aposyndetic and every subcontinuum of M with

nonvoid interior is semi-aposyndetic.

Proof. Hereditarily locally connected continua are characterized as

those continua which contain no nondegenerate continuum of convergence

[2, p. 196]. So let us assume that M is aposyndetic and every subcontinuum

of M with nonvoid interior is semi-aposyndetic but M contains a non-

degenerate continuum of convergence K, i.e., A=lim A,, where each A,

is a continuum, A,n A3= 0 for iftj and AnA¿= 0 for all i. Let x and y

be two points of A. Since M is aposyndetic there is an open set U in M and

a continuum H in M such that x e U<=- H<=: M—y. No generality is lost by

assuming that H intersects all of the A,'s. Let j'x, y2, • • • be a sequence such

that y i e K¡—H and lim y¡=y (in order to get this sequence it may be

necessary to take a subsequence of the A,'s). Denote by A/a subcontinuum

of A, that is irreducible from y\ to H. The continuum //uAu(U K'A has

a nonvoid interior and is therefore semi-aposyndetic. By [3, p. 5] each A/

is an arc and therefore K[C\H is a single point, call it kf. Let k = \im k¡

where k is a point of KC\H (again it may be necessary to take a sub-

sequence of the kfs). Because M is aposyndetic there is a continuum L

in M and open set Kin M such that y e VczL^M—k. Again, no generality

is lost by assuming that L intersects each A,'. In addition it can be assumed

that kt £ L for each /'. Let Q¿ be the subarc of K¡ that is irreducible from kt

to L and let q^QfCiL. Let ^=lim^¿ (again taking a subsequence if

necessary). Then q is a point of /_n A. Denote by sx, s2, • ■ ■ and tu t2, • ■ ■

two sequences such that (1) ^u/.c^, (2) ki<si<ti<qi in the order of

Q¿ from kt to qit (3) lim s¡=k, lim tt=q. If/ is an odd positive integer let

Q'i be the subarc of Q¿ from k¡ to /¿ and if i is an even positive integer

let Q'ihe the subarc of Q¿ from*; to^t. The continuum //u£uAu(U Q¡)

is a continuum that is not semi-aposyndetic at {k, q}. However, it has a

nonvoid interior in M and this contradiction establishes the theorem.

Theorem 2. The compact, metric continuum M is strongly semi-

aposyndetic if and only if M is aposyndetic and every subcontinuum of M

with nonvoid interior is semi-aposyndetic.
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Proof.   Assume that M is strongly semi-aposyndetic and let H be a

subcontinuum of M with nonvoid interior. In order to show that H is

semi-aposyndetic it can be assumed that H is a proper subcontinuum of

M since M itself is aposyndetic and hence semi-aposyndetic. Let p be a

point in U where U is an open set of M contained in H. Since M is aposyn-

detic, components of M—p must be open sets and in addition there can be

at most a finite number that intersect M— U. Otherwise, M would contain

an infinite sequence without a limit point. Consequently all but a finite

number of these components lie in H. Denote by Cx, C2, ■ ■ ■ , Cn the

components of M—p that intersect M—H and let (2¿=-f^^C1UC2U

• • •UC<_1UCi+1U- • -uCn (if Cj is the only component of M—p inter-

secting M—H then Qx = H). Because p is a nonseparating point of the sub-

continuum C, U/> and M is aposyndetic at each point of C, with respect to

p, we can assume that Cf—U is connected. Now M=(Ci—U)uQi where

Cj— U and £>, are proper subcontinua of M. Therefore, Ct— U and <2¡ are

semi-aposyndetic for each i from 1 to n. Let s and t be any two points of

H—C] Qi. Suppose that for some i both 5 and t are in Ht~\Ci. Since Qt is

semi-aposyndetic at {s. t} we can assume without loss of generality that

there is a continuum R and an open set V in (2, such that s e V a R cz

Qi — t.  If R lies in the continuum //n(C¿U/>) then F is an open set in H

and H is aposyndetic at s with respect to /. If /?<t Ht~\(Ci 'Up) then R—p=

A\JB, a separation, with ,4U/? being a continuum lying in //n(C,-U/>).

Then FOC, is an open set in H containing s and lying in the continuum

A U/>. In this case also, H is aposyndetic at j with respect to t. By consider-

ing other locations of s and t in H, e.g., s e H(~\Ci, t=p, or s e 7/nC,,

t e Hr\Cj, iz£j, and using similar arguments to the one above it can be

concluded that H is a semi-aposyndetic continuum. This completes the

proof of Theorem 2.

Combining Theorems 1 and 2 we have:

Theorem 3. A compact, metric continuum M is hereditarily locally

connected if and only if M is strongly semi-aposyndetic.

Let M be an aposyndetic, compact, metric continuum and suppose that

whenever M=HkjK where H and K are proper subcontinua of M, then

either H or K is aposyndetic (or semi-aposyndetic). Does this imply that

M is hereditarily locally connected ?
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